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Welcome to Class Email
This is an email that I send to all of my students about 4 days before classes begin. It
introduces myself to the students and also stresses the importance of being there on
the first day of class. I send it to each students’ personal email that the school has on
file. This requires a little more leg work on my part(trying to get these emails as
opposed to their college email), but it is worth the effort. I think it works quite well
because since incorporating into my classes, I have typically had every student present
on the first day of class.
Greetings!
I hope that you all had a great winter break. My name is Mike Sieve and I will be your instructor for
Math 99 - Mathematical Reasoning this spring semester. I look forward to meeting each and every one
of you on the first day of class. I'm sure that you already know this, but I wanted to send out a
reminder. The first day of class is Monday, January 8. Class begins at 8:40 am and meets in room 158 on
the Hutchinson campus.
This math class is going to be different from most of the math classes that you have taken in the
past. We will be going over in detail what that means throughout the first week of class. Because of
this, it is extremely important that you are there on the first day. We will be going over so many
important pieces of information and we will be setting the stage for the rest of the semester.
If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know.
I look forward to seeing you all on Monday morning!
Thanks,
Mike

People Bingo
When you find someone who matches the characteristic given, have them sign their first name in the
square. Shout “Bingo!” when you fill the entire grid with names! You can only use the same person
TWICE.

Has a birthday in
December

Has read a book for
enjoyment in the past
3 months

Was on a sports
team in high school

Has the same major
as you

Loves country music

Has more than 3
siblings

Is currently married

Has a cat

Has lived in a state
other than Georgia

Can play a musical
instrument well

Has never broken a
bone

Likes Math

Works full time

Was a boy scout or a
girl scout

Is left-handed

Has a tattoo

Has bungee jumped

Is a Vegetarian

Goes by their middle
name

Is named after a
family member

Link to Video - A Math Major Talks About Fear:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xs9aGVUZ3YA
Published on Oct 21, 2013
Note from the creator:
As I'm entering the last year (Finally! Woohoo!) of my undergrad degree in mathematics, I'm thinking more and
more of the people I know who have tried to convince me that there was never any hope for them in math - these
are some of the most creative and brilliant people I know, but instead of seeing mathematics as something they
could master, they see it as a curse.
This makes me sad.
I mean that. It makes me sad. Because many of these people have given up on their childhood dreams of working in
robotics or space sciences or design because they had been convinced that they just didn't have the "gift" of
understanding math. Because some of these people are still children, and it breaks my heart to see them defeated
unnecessarily.
Because I was almost defeated by these attitudes myself.
Because I believe that STEM fields benefit from the inclusion of people with "non-traditional" backgrounds, and I
cringe when I see people justify keeping them out. And I cringe when I see people justify keeping themselves out.
And I know (boy, do I know) that feeling like a failure in math does not mean you are a failure in math.
You just don't understand it yet . (Yet!)
And so these are my rambling words of encouragement. There will be more.

Contact Information:

Heather Howington, University of North Georgia – Heather.Howington@ung.edu
Mike Sieve, Ridgewater College – mike.sieve@ridgewater.edu

Mathematical Reasoning
Cohort Contract
By signing below, I agree to fulfill the following requirements for participation in the Quantway
sequence, and acknowledge that I understand the requirements for continued enrollment.
Specifically:
● I commit to successfully completing the Quantway sequence with the members of my
cohort.
● I commit to helping all of my cohort members understand mathematics and complete the
Quantway sequence as well.
● I will come to class every day, prepared to participate in all classroom activities.
● I will contribute to creating a productive classroom atmosphere that supports everyone
learning.
● I will keep an open mind and a positive attitude, and will be willing to try out new learning
strategies and study skills.

Signature: ___________________________________________

Date: ________________

Witness: _____________________________________________

Date: ________________

© 2015 THE CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING
Version 2.4 (Sieve)

Math 99 – Mathematical Reasoning

Contact Information
The following form has been created to help group members communicate with one another throughout the
semester. Please note that this information will only be shared with other members of your group. It is
expected that this information will only be used to contact other students about class matters. If there is any
information on this form that you do not feel comfortable providing, please leave that portion blank.

Name _______________________________________
Preferred Email __________________________________
Home phone number* ________________________
Cell phone number* _________________________
* This information is completely optional. Please provide only if you are willing to have
classmates contact you via phone.

If a member of your group needs to contact you, how would
you like to be contacted?
(circle all that apply)

EMAIL

CALL
HOME PHONE

CALL
CELL PHONE

TEXT
CELL PHONE

Are there any special instructions/restrictions about
contacting you?
(example: TEXT ONLY PLEASE or NO CALLS AFTER 9:00 PM or NO CALLS BEFORE 8:00 AM, ETC,)

Math 99: Mathematical Reasoning
Math Autobiography – August 22, 2016

Math Autobiography - 10 points
Write a three paragraph paper using the following format:
First Paragraph: Introduce yourself to me. What is your major/field of interest? What is your
background in Mathematics, ie) What courses have you taken? How long ago did you
take them? Etc.
Second Paragraph: Reflect on your relationship with mathematics. Do you enjoy mathematics or do
you dread it? Why do you feel the way that you do? Was there a pivotal experience
or teacher that shaped your attitude?
Third Paragraph: State your goals for the course. What do you expect to get out of the course? What
would help you out in the course? Etc.

Your response must be typed and no shorter than one page and no longer than two pages.
Be sure to use correct grammar and spelling!

This is due at the beginning of class on Friday , August 26, 2016

Math 99: Mathematical Reasoning
April 27, 2016

Name______________________________

Reflection on Math Autobiography - 10 points
Attached to this paper is your Math Autobiography you wrote at the beginning of the semester.
Write a three paragraph paper using the following format:
First Paragraph:

Reflect on your relationship with mathematics after taking this course. Do you
feel the same way you did at the beginning of the semester? Do you enjoy
mathematics any more now? Do you still dread it? Do you feel your confidence
in your mathematical ability has changed, if so, how?

Second Paragraph:

Reflect on activities we did in this course. Did any of the activities help alleviate
your math anxiety in any way? Do you feel a sense of belonging/community in
the class? If so, what made you feel that way? If you don’t, why do you think
you don’t? What could you or the instructor or your classmates have done
differently?

Third Paragraph:

Reflect on your goals you made for the course. Did you accomplish what you
wanted? Is there anything about the course that you really like? Really don’t
like? What suggestions would you like to make to the instructor for next
semester? How could he/she do things differently to help students succeed?

Your response must be typed and no shorter than one page and no longer than two pages.

Be sure to use correct grammar and spelling!

This is due at the beginning of class on Friday, May 6, 2016

Math 99: Mathematical Reasoning
Module 2 Conference, October 28, 2016

Name_________________________________

Once again, I am requiring each of you to meet with me to discuss the results of the Module 2 exam. In
preparation for this conference I would like you to do the following:
1.

I would like you to go through your entire exam and correct every problem in which you lost points on. This
includes multiple choice problems, true/false problems, and the free response questions. You need to show all
of your work on these problems. I ask that you do these problems on a separate sheet(s) of paper. Remember
YOU MUST SHOW ALL WORK ON THESE PROBLEMS!

2. Compare your Module 1 Exam score to your Module 2 exam score by completing the following:

Module 1 Exam Score
(original score before you earned points back)
Module 2 Exam Score
Absolute Change in Exam Scores
Relative Change in Exam Scores
(round to the nearest tenth of a percent)

If your score increased from the Module 1 Exam to the Module 2 Exam, list 3 things that you did differently that
caused your score to increase. If your score decreased, list 3 things that you can do to improve your score on
the next exam.
1.

2.

3.

3.

You will need to sign up for a conference with me so that we can go over your test and discuss areas in which
you performed well as well as those areas that need improvement. We can also discuss any questions or
concerns that you have up to this point in the class. There is a signup sheet located on my office door. Please
sign up ASAP! These conferences need to be completed by Wednesday, November 2, 2016.

4.

You will receive 10 participation points for completing (1) through (3) above.

All of the above items, including the conference with me must be
completed by Wednesday, November 2, 2016.

WhoDunnit???
Someone’s been murdered and it’s your job to
solve the crime.
Basic Rules:
 You can only read what is on your cards to the rest of the group.
No showing your cards to other members of the group!
 You cannot write anything down! You are only allowed to
communicate verbally.

In groups of 7 or 8, it is your goal to solve the mystery:
Who died?
Where did they die?
How did they die?
What time did they die?
Who was the killer?
Why was the victim killed?

This activity was adapted from: Dr. Catherine Roberts, Northern Arizona University, 1997
These clues were adapted from: Learning Discussion Skills Through Games, Gene and Barbara
Dodds, Stanford, Citation Press/Scholastic Books 1969

Mr. Kelley had destroyed Mr.
Jones business by stealing all of
his customers

Mr. Jones told Mr. Kelley that he
was going to kill him

The elevator operator saw Mr.
Kelley’s wife go to Dr. Scott’s
apartment at 11:30 pm

Ms. Smith saw Mr. Kelley go to Mr.
Jones’ apartment building at
11:55 pm

Mr. Jones shot an intruder at his
apartment building at midnight

Only one bullet had been fired
from Mr. Jones’ gun

Mr. Kelley’s blood stains were
found on the carpet in the hall
outside of Mr. Jones’ apartment

The elevator operator reported to
police that she saw Mr. Kelley at
12:15 am

When the elevator operator saw
Mr. Kelley, Mr. Kelley was
bleeding slightly, but did not
seem too badly hurt

The elevator operator saw Mr.
Kelley go to Dr. Scotts’ room at
12:25 am

A knife with Mr. Kelley’s blood on
it was found in Ms. Smiths’ yard

The knife found in Ms. Smiths’ yard
had Dr. Scott’s fingerprints on it

Ms. Smith said that nobody left the
apartment building between
12:25 am and 12:45 am

The elevator operator went off
duty at 12:30 am

The elevator operator said that
Ms. Smith was in the lobby of the
apartment building when she
went off duty

Mr. Kelley’s body was found at
1:30 am

Mr. Kelley’s body was found in the
park

Mr. Kelley had been dead for one
hour when his body was found,
according to a medical expert
working with the police

When he was discovered dead,
Mr. Kelley had a bullet hole in his
thigh and a knife wound in his
back

It was obvious from the condition
of Mr. Kelley’s body that it had
been dragged a long distance

Mr. Kelley’s blood stains were
found in Dr. Scott’s car

When police tried to locate Mr.
Jones after the murder, they
discovered that he had
disappeared

The bullet taken from Mr. Kelley’s
thigh matched the gun owned by
Mr. Jones

Mr. Kelley’s wife disappeared
after the murder

Police were unable to locate Dr.
Scott after the murder

The elevator operator said that
Mr. Kelley’s wife frequently left the
building with Dr. Scott

Ms. Smith often followed Mr.
Kelley

Who died?
Where did they die?
How did they die?
What time did they die?
Who was the killer?
Why was the victim killed?

The Green
Glass Door
Only certain things can pass through the
Green Glass door. Can you figure out what
they all have in common?
Basic Rules:
 You can only ask the instructor questions about what can pass
through the green glass door.
For example, you can ask the question “Can a zebra pass
through the green glass door?”
 Your instructor will answer with a simple yes or no
 Students will alternate asking questions until all students have
found the solution to the question of what can pass through the
green glass door.
 Once you are confident that you have found the solution to
what can pass through the green glass door, continue to ask
questions to reinforce your belief and to help students reach the
same conclusion.

The Green Glass Door Facilitation Prompts
1. Start the activity by telling the students one thing that can pass through the green glass door as
well as one thing that cannot pass through the green glass door.
For example:

Coffee can pass through the green glass door, however, tea cannot.
Giraffes can pass through the green glass door, however, elephants cannot

2. Try to make it fun for the students. Incorporate their names into the activity and try to think on the
fly as students continue to ask their own questions.

3. If students are struggling while trying to reach the solution, offer up some hints:


Tell them it may help to write things down



Have them make of list of those things that can pass through the green glass
door and those things that cannot pass through the green glass door



Ask them if they notice any patterns in these lists.

Solution to the problem:

Only those things that have double letters are allowed to pass
through the green glass door.

